


Since this years club theme subject if ‘Failing eye sight’ (large scale models), I’ve decided to tackle Academy’s F-
16I Sufa (Storm) in 1/32 scale.  Notice it comes with Cartograph decals…sweet.  Unlike the Tamiya kit this is a two 
seater (but not a trainer), the only 2 seater in 1/32 I believe.  The 'Sufa' is an advanced version of the F-16 Block 

52.  The Israelis never seem to fly anything stock and do a lot of modifications including a dorsal spine for 
additional avionics, conformal fuel tanks and the use of a more powerful P&W F100-PW-229. The 'Sufa' also 

sports the very interesting Israeli camo scheme, which along with the large ordnance loads make it a very 
appealing model.   

I haven’t built the Tamiya F-16 but will attempt some comparison analysis throughout the build. 



Let’s have a look at the kit, shall we.  Opening the large box you notice a lot of plastic. 14 sprues of grey, and 
two sprues of clear, plus 3 turned brass parts and a small PE fret.  Along with the parts are two large 

Cartograph decal sheets, one for aircraft markings and another solely for weapons and pylon markings.  

Nice packaging of the kit parts Lots of plastic! 

Well protected clear sprues 



I also ordered IsraDecal decals for this kit.  First time using this company so that should be interesting to see 
how well they work.  Some good looking tail markings.  Although these markings are included in the kit decals 

I’ll point out the differences later.  Right now I’m leaning towards the eagle motif. 

A poster is also included, it will be 
used for reference purposes. 



I started the building process with the engine intake instead of the cockpit.  As with other F-16 kits the intake 
is split along the length of the intake.  I utilized Tamiya putty and a Q-tip soaked in Cutex  to smooth out the 
seam followed by a light final sanding.  Hopefully I’ve managed to eliminate the seam (although it’s a little 

difficult to see in the pictures)   



At this stage I’m working on getting all the gear bay parts ready for painting.  I’ve also started on the cockpit 
tub now.  As you can see in the pictures there’s a number of ejector pin marks that need to be taken care of.  
A lot of parts can’t be sanded and acetone based nail polish remover was utilized to remove excess putty. 



The nose wheel is a single piece and I was a little disappointed with the tire.  There are supposed to be 3 
radial tread lines in the tire.  The only thing provided is a thick raised seam in the middle.  This was sanded 

off.  Using shims I laid a saw flat on top of them and then cut the grooves into the tire by rotating the tire.  The 
finished result should look fine when everything is painted and weathered. 



The one thing that Dragon kits and their instructions have taught me is to use a highlighter on the instructions for 
parts that get installed later.  I’m continuing this practice on this kit whether it’s for painting reasons or for small 

delicate parts.   
I’m still building out of sequence according to the instructions.  I decided to put a little more effort into the gear 

bays as well.  I spent some time adding plumbing which isn’t present in the kit.  It’s also not present in the Tamiya 
kit.  The nose gear was a little difficult to install as D27 has a vague locator, on both end of the part actually.  If 

you’re not careful the nose gear will be angled too much forward.  I hope I got it right. 



The one that I don’t do enough of is dry fitting parts.  I did this time however to see if I could attach the main 
landing gear and then still install the main gear well into the fuselage bottom.  Turns out you can.  Using this 

approach I’ll be able to have an easier time adding detail to the gear well, so I hope anyway. 



The instructions have you use part D20 to obtain the angle of the main gear.  The cylinder rod however is fragile 
and naturally I managed to  break both items.  I ended up installing part D19 first and then D20.  Doing this avoids 

lots of problems. 

Go figure! 



It was easier to add plumbing with the gear bay as a separate unit.  The plumbing work is a bit tedious so 
hopefully the time I invested will bring about some nice results.  I used sealing tape for ducts cut into thin strips as 

clamps for the wire along the main gear.  The ends were sealed with a touch of CA . 



The gear well was carefully glued into the lower fuselage.  No matter how much pressure is applied to the sides a 
gap remains in the gear bay.  I glues strip styrene on the back side to address this gap. 



The one thing that was bothering me was the fact that I couldn’t install part D81 until C34 was installed.  C34 can’t 
be installed until the intake is painted white and C34 painted separately.  I managed to find a solution by cutting an 
opening in the parts which will allow me to assemble D81, sand the seams, paint the intake and then attach C34 

last.  The pictures should explain the process.  The Tamiya kit has the same issue so a similar approach would be 
recommended. 

Measure and drill holes to create the 
opening 

Transfer opening onto lower fuselage 

D81 attached Cut opening into lower fuselage Result: C34 can be installed last 



The kit has been enjoyable so far.  There are few ejector pin marks I’ve had to deal with.  Academy could have 
done a better job in that department.  There are also some on the Tamiya kit, how bad they are I can’t really say 

having not built the kit.  I just had a brief glance so far.  For upcoming steps the plan is to start painting the cockpit 
and the gear wells so that I can glue the top and bottom fuselage together.  Academy uses a different mould 
design when compared to Tamiya and I’ll speak to that in the next instalment.  All I’ll say right now is that the 

Tamiya approach is better. 





Time to continue building the F-16I Sufa.  The first build instalment left off with most of the gear wells built up.  
There were a number of sub assemblies and I’ll start off part 2 with a little more work on that before I get out 
the airbrush.  I decided to attach the hinges for the gear doors at this point so that I don’t make a mess trying 
to glue them on after painting.  This looks like it was the correct thing to do as the 2 smaller hinges have poor 

locators.  The middle hinge on the Tamiya kit is moulded to the cross member so I have to say that Tamiya 
has a better design in that area.  I used the doors to align the hinges as best I could.  I also glued on the 

panel over the center line of the main gear well.  There was a gap that I ended up filling with CA in case it is 
visible on the finished product.



On the main spine I deviated from the instructions by gluing the rear fairing to the front before joining both 
halves.  This was done to ensure better alignment of all the parts.  I reinforced the fairing from the inside with 
strips of plastic.  I also glued part K53 to the fuselage instead of the spine as there is essentially nothing to 

align the part in the spline.

A poster is also included, it will be 
used for reference purposes.



There’s nothing in the instructions about the gun fairing other than the attachment of the fairing itself.  This 
results in a empty spot that will likely not look good.  The reason there’s nothing in the instructions is because 
the second cockpit interferes with this area and the base kit stems from a one seater.  I glued the end of the 
gun barrel into place and will put a plastic card fairing over the opening when the cockpit is glued in place.  

There is only one location hole for each conformal fuel tank so care is required with alignment.  Glue part K37 
first as the gun fairing locates the part on that side and then replicate the alignment on the other side.



Everything was primed black first, and as can bee seen in the picture with the upper fuselage spline some 
flaws were discovered. 



I’ve always experienced a few problems spraying white gear wells of modern jets.  I took a different approach 
this time by spraying flat white instead of gloss.  To also avoid problems with a grainy finish which sometimes 
appears I added Liquitex.  This helped the flow of the paint and I didn’t experience any problems.  I used Polly 

Scale Reefer white during the spray session.  The extra work I put into the intake appears to have paid off.  
Everything was coated in Future afterwards to create the gloss.



I drilled some holes into the part that the front intake attaches to.  I did this so I could flow liquid cement in from the 
top instead of trying to get the glue in on the outside surfaces which are a little hard to access.



The rear duct could then be glued on as well.  The fan blade is hard to photograph when looking down the tunnel 
but it’s there and can be seen with your eyes.



The seam on the outside of the fuselage isn’t the best once the front duct is attached.  I did some sanding and 
then applied Mr. Surfacer 500.



One thing missing with this kit since it’s a bit of a conversion kit is locators for all the parts.  In this case I messed 
up the location of parts K7 and K8.  Luckily I caught the error while the glue was still wet.  Putty and a bit of 

sanding corrected the error.



I’m still deviating from the instructions at this point.  The biggest thing I haven’t done is glue the fuselage halves 
together.  Part of the reason is because I haven’t finished painting the cockpit, but there’s a number of parts that 
make sense attaching before gluing the fuselage halves.  One of them is the lower fins.  I was worried about the 

alignment of these but the tabs did a good job there.  There is however a small gap left that I filled with Mr. 
Surfacer



It also makes sense to do some work near the exhaust area.  One of the raised bosses needs to be shaved off 
and a photo etch plate glued in its place.  The brass is thick and it’s best to heat it up over a candle to make it 
more malleable.  A sanding stick was used after it was glued to get rid of high spots that may have resulted.



As I had mentioned the cockpit needs to be installed and painted before the fuselage halves can be glued 
together.  I started by painting all the cockpit parts with Gunze H-308.  I would usually hand paint the black panels 

but Advanced Modellers Syndrome kicked in and I decided to mask and airbrush the panels.



Quick update regarding the wheels.  You may remember from part 1 that I put some extra work into the tires.  
After a little more searching on the internet I found there’s  aftermarket resin wheels available from Aires.  In 

fact there’s a specific set for the Sufa.  It looks like the difference for the Sufa set is the front tire which 
appears to be wider.  There’s 5 ribs on the Sufa and 3 on a regular F-16.  Unfortunately the Sufa set was out 
of stock so I ordered the regular F-16 set.  I contemplated cutting the front tire in half and making it wider but I 

was worried that the tire would look offset when compared to the main strut so I decided to stick with the 
narrow style which incidentally is also included in the Academy kit.  I won’t tell about the narrow tire if you 

won’t.  I also ordered a set of wheels for the Tamiya kit as Tamiya have vinyl tires which I’m not a huge fan of.  
There’s just so much more detail in the resin wheel sets.  See the side wall markings never mind the rims!



There’s definitely been some progress made.  It’s always nice to see paint on a kit.  No major problems have yet 
been encountered.  The gun needed a little extra attention to ensure no unsightly empty caverns resulted.  This 

was a quick and easy fix though, and so far I have to say Academy has done a good job using the single seater kit 
and making a twin seater out of it.  Coming up in the next build article will be more work on the cockpit so that the 
fuselage can be assembled.  From there the major fuselage components will start to be added.  The wing design 

on the Academy kit is very different from the Tamiya kit and I’ll speak to that next time.





Welcome to the third instalment of the F-16I Sufa build article.  I’ll start off with some work on the exhaust.  
This work can be done near the end of the build if you desire.  There’s a small gap on the ribs when the 2 

tube pieces are glued together.  I applied multiple coats of Mr. Surfacer to try and build up the gap.  Right now 
it looks like it made only a minor difference.  I’ll have to see what it looks like when I apply paint.



If I want to make any real progress I need to work on the cockpit.  I painted all the raised knobs with a paint 
brush.  There’s always a bit of paint overflow so I used thinned black oil paint to try and bring sharp definition 
to the knobs.  I also did a grey oil wash to make the small panels separate.  This little step actually makes a 

nice difference.

Before After



Finally the cockpit was glued in place.  The underside view shows the gun fairing and the lack of wall behind 
the item.  I simply glued some scrap plastic card over the area to prevent any light from showing through.



Having the cockpit installed means I can finally glue the upper and lower fuselages together.  I’m temporarily 
using the kit wheels to protect the painted landing gear.



Alignment of the upper and lower fuselage at the blended leading edge was a bit tricky.  The right hand side 
was not too bad but the left side resulted in a gap and a step.  Filler was used and then re-scribing of 

lost/hidden details was done.



When it was time to glue on the wings a quick glance reveals dihedral alignment issues.  A steel rule confirm this 
as well.  The F-16 wings should be straight but the right wing especially was sitting up.  I used pliers to gently 

bend the tabs which was all that was needed to get the proper alignment.  Same thing was done on the left wing 
but to a lesser degree.  The fit of the tabs is tight enough to keep the wings in place when applying glue.  Tamiya 
have a much better approach in their kit.  The upper wing is moulded into the upper fuselage which results in no 

alignment issues.



There’s not much of a tab when gluing the tail and the tab isn’t very tight.  I used a square to ensure the tail was 
aligned properly.



After getting the alignment of the wings resolved one is still left with a gap and a step at the seam, no matter how 
much dry fitting was done.  Again the Tamiya approach ensures you don’t run into this issue.  Filler, Cutex, and 

sandpaper was used to address the seam.  I hope it will look good once the paint goes on.



There’s a few issues with the nose cone.  For starters there’s a moulding flaw.  There was either residue in the die 
or flow issues which resulted in an uneven surface finish.  I had no desire to display the nose cone open to show 
off the radar, but if one were to choose to do this there’d be a bit of work required.  First the seam on the inside of 

the cone would have to be cleaned up along with the alignment tabs.  Then the provided bulkheads have 
significant gaps.  They don’t match the profile at all.  I just added mine to add extra strength to the items.



The fit of the nose cone onto the fuselage also isn’t perfect and requires a bit of putty and sanding to blend 
everything.



I also started working on the wing pylons and the weapons.  Each wing pylon is drilled right through.  I then place 
it onto the bottom of the wing and with the drill bit mark the lower wing.  I then put the weapons on the pylon and 
mark the weapons with the drill bit.  I then finish drilling all the holes and then put copper wire through the pylons.  
Doing this will allow me to paint the lower wing and easily place the pylon and weapons on after without getting 

glue everywhere.  The FLIR unit had a seam that would have been difficult to clean so I glued a thin piece of card 
in the section and sanded everything smooth.



After the last update article I had someone ask me how I fill seams without sanding, so I thought I’d explain it 
quickly in case it wasn’t clear from previous build articles.

Gap that is hard to fill and sand

With toothpick apply Mr. Surfacer 1000 
(not original bottle)

Let cure a while and then remove with 
Q-tip soaked in Mr. Color Thinner

Finished product – seam filled and no 
sanding required.



What’s this picture doing here?  Just a quick note that the next build article might be a while as I started building 
my hobby room in the basement.  Can’t wait to get it done and get everything set up.  No promises that my builds 

will improve as a result, but one can always hope.  



Definitely more progress has been made.  That being said the progress has also slowed due to the construction 
shown in the last slide.  There were some disappointing fit issues I had to deal with.  These were not due to the kit 
being a conversion but rather associated with the design itself.  If anyone wanted to display the nose cone open 
extra work would be required to address the gaps as well as removal of the alignment plugs.  Hopefully I make 

good progress on the hobby room so that the updates can continue.





Well it’s been probably 3 months since I last did any hobby work.  That time was filled by building myself a 
hobby room.  Lets hope having my own dedicated space brings about some inspiration and maybe even 

better results.  Time will tell.  One difference is that it’s already warmer and therefore more comfortable.  The 
first task is to figure out where I had left the build and to make sure that all my small pieces and sub 

assemblies are accounted for.  Another thing that I had to do is to wash the drywall dust off the model.



Getting back into things I started working on the exhaust.  I had primed all the pieces with Mr. Surfacer and 
after that was dry I sprayed Krylon black over it.  For whatever reason the Krylon reacted and caused crazing.  

I believe Evan had the same problem recently so my best guess is that the Krylon is the culprit.  I tried to 
sand it all away and then coated it with Tamiya Maroon.  I chose that colour as I have it sitting around, it will 

likely not get used for anything else and provided a dark undercoat.  However the parts still exhibited the 
crazing so I used spray oven cleaner to strip the parts completely of paint.  It was a lot of work but needed to 

be done as it’s important to me to make these parts look as metallic as possible.



Once the parts were cleaned up I sprayed Tamiya grey primer on them.  That was followed by Model Master 
enamel gloss black.  I taped off the non-metallic sections so that the acrylic I’m planning to spray doesn’t 

react.  The parts were then sprayed with Alclad II chrome.  The compressor was set at 5 psi for this.  The end 
result was a little too glossy.  I therefore sprayed Alclad II polished aluminum over it.



The polished aluminum looks better.  Had I sprayed it in the first place I could have skipped the gloss black 
basecoat which is required when spraying chrome.  I then glued on the tail cone.  The fit of this piece is rather 

poor and I chose to have the worst alignment underneath.  That’s where I’ll spend most of my time with 
repairs.
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I taped off the metallic section and puttied the seam area.  Care was taken to clean up the seam.  Rivets were 
put back since the putty covered all of them.  



I also put some effort into the canopy at this point.  There’s a frame that gets glued to the clear section.  It had 
some areas that needed filling and I used Tamiya putty for this.  Academy provide 2 canopy options.  One is 
clear and the other has a golden/brown tint to it.  Although I haven’t found clear evidence that this option is 

used by the Israelis, I really liked it so chose it.  Who needs reference anyway.  I also didn’t want to risk 
botching the clear canopy since it would have required a Tamiya smoke coat.  Too much risk on such a large 

surface.  The canopy had a seam on the top outside and I started by gently sanding it away.



I used progressively finer grades of Micro Mesh sanding pads to get rid of the seam.  I used water with every 
grade.  To my pleasant surprise it turned out really well.  



I then polished the plastic with the Novus system.  Kind of hard to see in the pictures but it really helped make 
the canopy even clearer.

Before

After



You know you’re making progress when you start taping off all the openings that you want to protect from 
paint.  I used tape, foam and liquid mask for this purpose.



Perhaps against my better judgement I glued most of the small antennas.  I don’t want to risk marring the 
paint finish by gluing these on after the fact.  I think the plane is ready to start receiving some paint.



Not the best picture perhaps but hopefully you get an idea of how many parts are left over.  As I originally said 
the plane was a single seater and there is also an option for another ‘block’ version included, hence all the 

extra parts.



Well it was good to get back into building the F-16, or anything in plastic form.  So I’m still not 100% sure if the 
metal exhaust sections are what I’m looking for.  I might still consider painting a semi-gloss over the metal areas 
and perhaps a wash coat.  The exhaust cone section fit was a bit disappointing as well but in the end it wasn’t as 
bad to fix as I thought it would be.  All the small parts are on and I hope nothing breaks off.  Things are ready for 
painting.  Definite progress has been made.  As always there’s lots of opportunity to screw things up.  I’ll try to 

take my time and try to avoid any screw ups.





Last update had me ready to start putting primer on.  So obviously that’s the first thing I did.  It’s a relatively 
large plane so it took a while to cover the whole thing.  I utilized my Tamiya HG-S single action airbrush with 
air pressure set at a little over 20 psi.  This is a great airbrush, especially for larger surfaces or longer spray 
sessions.  Just pushing the trigger down helps minimize your hand/fingers from cramping up.  It was also a 

bargain at around $70.  



And there it is with the primer coat on.  I used the standard Steam Power Black for the primer thinned with 
Tamiya acrylic thinner.  Have a look at the external fuel tanks.  They are the size of some 1/72 scale kits!



Overall the primer coat revealed only minor issues that needed a little more attention.  This was mainly on the 
main fuselage spine pod.  An easy fix.



I also masked and sprayed the inside of the canopy.  What I didn’t want is a glossy surface finish and that’s 
why I did the extra work of somewhat accurately masking the inside framing.  Hopefully it makes a difference.



I also put some effort into the canopy at this point.  There’s a frame that gets glued to the clear section.  It had 
some areas that needed filling and I used Tamiya putty for this.  Academy provide 2 canopy options.  One is 
clear and the other has a golden/brown tint to it.  Although I haven’t found clear evidence that this option is 
used by the Israelis, I really liked it so chose it.  Who needs reference anyway.  Call it artistic license.  I also 
didn’t want to risk botching the clear canopy since it would have required a Tamiya Smoke coat.  Too much 
risk on such a large surface.  The canopy had a seam on the top outside and I started by gently sanding it 

away.



I used progressively finer grades of Micro Mesh sanding pads to get rid of the seam.  I used water with every 
grade.  To my pleasant surprise it turned out really well.  



I then polished the plastic with the Novus system.  Kind of hard to see in the pictures but it really helped make 
the canopy even clearer.

Before

After



You know you’re making progress when you start taping off all the openings that you want to protect from 
paint.  I used tape, foam and liquid mask for this purpose.



Perhaps against my better judgement I glued most of the small antennas.  I don’t want to risk marring the 
paint finish by gluing these on after the fact.  I think the plane is ready to start receiving some paint.



Not the best picture perhaps but hopefully you get an idea of how many parts are left over.  As I originally said 
the plane was a single seater and there is also an option for another ‘block’ version included, hence all the 

extra parts.



The painting started with the nose cone.  Gunze H305 was used for this.  After masking the nose cone I 
painted the lower surface with Gunze H308,



Next was the sand coloured coat.  The proper colour to use here is Gunze H313.  I could have painted only 
the sections that would be this colour but I thought the next set of colours would look better and more uniform 

over the sand colour.  Soon after I started spraying the colour I realized I wouldn’t have enough paint.  Not 
willing to wait a week or so for another bottle I mixed up my own colour using Tamiya XF55 and XF-57.  The 
coloured I mixed up was a little richer and pleasing to my eye.  I’ve also been adding some gloss and Flow 

Aid to the mix to make the paint flow better out of the airbrush and provides a smoother finish.



Time for some bitching about the Academy set.  Lets start with the instructions.  The colour call outs for the 
overall paint scheme are nowhere to be found.  I am using the aftermarket decal instructions as my guide 

there.  Secondly the kit does not include any spare static dischargers.  They are used on the wings, horizontal 
stabilizers and on the tail.  They are so small and fragile and I had to look for them on the floor numerous 

times.  Spares would have been very nice to have handy.



Now normally from time to time I highlight a Mr. Hobby product.  Apologies but this time I’ll be highlighting a 
new Tamiya (or Mr. Tamiya if you desire) product that I recently purchased.  Yes I’ve been using an Opti Visor 
as I’m getting older and my eyes have changed.  The visor however can get heavy over time and the lenses 

are fairly small surrounded by the framing that secures the lens.  Sort of like a Star Wars Storm trooper 
helmet, which might explain why they have such poor aim.  It also comes with only one magnification lens, 

and additional ones are fairly expensive.  Along come Tamiya.  They have a larger lens and supply a total of 3 
magnifications within the item.  The design also makes it a little more comfortable around the head.  The only 

modification I made was to add some cushioning foam at the end.  Perhaps it’s designed for Japanese 
heads...not square ones????  It’s pricey but I’m very happy with it.



I wanted to get another update out before the green and the brown gets sprayed on, as these colours should 
change the look of the plane significantly.  Another thing I found is that it’s a big pain to spray larger 1/32 scale 

planes.  I still have the Tamiya F-16 to do as well, after that my 1/32 scale aircraft are all WW II era which means 
that they are typically smaller.  I have a couple of weeks vacation coming up so hopefully I get some work done 

during that time to move the project further along.





I am stupid.  There I said it.  I wanted to start the build article by getting that out of the way.  I’m not using a lot 
of reference material on this model, but even without any reference material you might be able to see the 
error in the picture.  Don’t know if you know much about F-16’s, but as far as I know they don’t have 2 left 

horizontal tail planes.  The error occurred because I was using the static dischargers as reference.  I believed 
that they were on the top side, but as it turns out only one of them is and the other one has them on the 

bottom.  Luckily I still had some of the sand colour mix that I made up and repainted the right one.  Speaking 
of the static dischargers, Tamiya do a much better job on these as well.  You glue the main discharger body 

onto each location.  The actual discharge tubes can be glued on after all the painting is done thereby 
reducing the risk of breakage.



While I was waiting for the repainted tail plane to dry I worked a bit on the external fuel tanks.  Before I 
painted them grey I had sprayed a layer of hairspray over the black primer coat.  I’m using the aftermarket 
decal photo as reference for this part.  You can see some distinctive wear marks from when the tanks get 

removed/attached from the aircraft.  I taped off the bottom center area and then used water and an old paint 
brush to remove the layer of grey.  It would have been a bit easier if I hadn’t added gloss to the mix but in the 

end a little bit more elbow grease did the trick.



My conundrum so far is how to best paint the 3 colour camouflage.  All the pictures I’ve seen show a hard 
edge finish.  It’s possible there’s a slight soft edge and I’m afraid that a hard edge on a large scale like this 

might look harsh.  I thought about using putty to create a soft edge, but in the end I decided to mask and go 
with the hard edge finish.  I didn’t want to try doing all this freehand as overspray was a real concern to me. 

It’s lots of masking but it should prevent any spray over sections.



And here’s the green colour applied.  It’s surprising but Tamiya’s XF-21 Sky appears to be a perfect match for 
FS 34424.



Next step was to mask over the green sections and then paint the brown.  The painting guide calls out for 
Gunze H310 which matches the FS number, however I compared Tamiya XF-52 to photos and it looked like a 

better match.  The Gunze colour was too ‘full diaper’ like.



Another tip when painting the F-16 lower surface or any other modern jet with under wing pylons, don’t attach 
them and then try to paint.  Leave the wing flat and attach pylons afterwards.  I drilled and pinned all the 

pylons to aid in alignment of the weapons and increase strength when they are attached to the bottom of the 
wings.



Now it was finally time to remove all the major camouflage masks.  I took my time to slowly and carefully pull 
all the masking tape away.  Pulling the tape quickly usually ends with the paint getting pulled off.  Not what 

you want after putting all this effort into the paint job.  And this is what you end up with, a big pile of masking 
tape.



No, this is really what you end up with.  There are maybe 4 small tiny areas to touch up but overall the 
masking did its job.  I’m also happy with the hard edges on the camouflage.  It’s not as stark as I had feared.  
The big thing right now is how factory clean the paint finish is.  I haven’t quite decided how I’m going to add 

some wear and tear to the paint finish, but on this one I’m leaning towards just using a wash to highlight rivets 
and panel lines.  Before I get to that there is still more masking and painting left.  The leading edges and all 

those bumps and antennas need to be painted.  I’ll cover that in the next build article.



Obviously a huge visual transformation of the kit in this build article.  There’s still lots of work left.  So far I’ve 
managed to break off one static discharger.  It was the top one on the vertical tail.  It didn’t break so much as it 

wasn’t bonded properly enough to the tail.  I stretched some sprue to replace the item as the original got eaten by 
the carpet or is hiding elsewhere.  More updates to come.





I finished the last article instalment with a whack of masking that apparently gave some people „masking 
envy‟.  Well time to continue more masking.  Since I decided to glue all the antennas and such on I needed to 

mask those items in order to paint them.



The leading edges were also masked in preparation for painting.



Lost of masking of small items was done as well.  The last picture shows the leading edges painted.



Here‟s the plane with several coats of Future in preparation for the decals.



The kit decals are Cartograf and are perfectly fine.  I had also bought the IsraDecals and used them mostly.  



It‟s funny comparing the kit decals (left) to the IsraDecals.  The tail logo looks to have more detail than the kit 
decals.  It‟s the kick ass version I‟ll be using.  It really screams “Don‟t f___ with the Zohan”.  Strangely Star of 

David roundels looked sharper on the kit decals so I‟ll be using those instead.  The IsraDecals come with 
pretty much everything, including leading edge decals, but I had painted mine already.



Something always seems to go wrong and I had an issue with one of the leading edges.  Not sure if this 
occurred by itself or if it was a result of my fingers.  I‟ll have to touch that up later.



I tried a slightly different technique for the wash.  I mixed up some 502 Abteilung black and slopped it on.  I 
left it for a few days and then used a Q-tip soaked in odourless thinner to remove the excess.  This ended up 

being a lot of work.  It also leaves fine cotton over parts of the plane and on other parts the excess wash 
didn‟t fully disappear.  I‟ll be going back to my regular wash technique next time!



So the decals are on.  Notice I didn‟t show any pictures of the plane with decals.  I‟ll save that surprise for latter.  
Next step is to spray Future over the decals and then a flat coat.  I have to admit that I ran into some doldrums at 
this stage.  Decals are a major transformation of the kit but it now feels like the project has been dragging on a bit 
too long.  Might be the fact that it‟s summer but I think the size of the kit is a factor as well.  I‟ll have to reconsider 
building larger kits in the future.  The fact that I always run into problems with the decal phase doesn‟t help either.  

I hope everything still turns out well.  Stay tuned for more updates.





I’ll start off this instalment with a panic moment.  The large scale plane takes up a lot of space on the work 
bench and I lost one of the exhaust feathers.  In the end after searching everywhere I finally found the 

missing piece.  Not sure what the lesson is here but I spent a lot of time trying to figure out how to make a 
replacement part.  Luckily I didn’t need to in the end. 

Poor 5S 



You know you’re starting to finally make progress when the cockpit masking gets removed.



The cockpit masking obviously was only removed after a flat coat was applied to the whole plane.  I used my 
favourite Gunze flat coat.  It leaves a nice egg shell finish.



Being able to remove the masking finally reveals the nice contrast between the overall flat paint finish and the 
metallic sections.  More masking was required to paint certain sections.  In this case I used Gunze Super 

Titanium thinned with lacquer thinner for one of the exhaust areas underneath the plane.



I then started painting the brake lines in the wheel bays.  There’s still a bit more work required in this area yet.  
I also glued on the intake shroud and took the masking off the canopy.  Luckily there was no paint that 

seeped underneath.  The gold-ish plastic doesn’t look bad at all once paint is applied to the frame.



I really hate working on ordnance, but this time I started them earlier in the build.  There’s lots of work 
required for the weapons, but it’s worth it.  The plane will definitely look better with stuff that explodes hanging 
from it.  The kit decals really help here.  There’s lots of markings included and since they are Cartograph they 

worked very well.  I did lots of masking and painting on the bombs to make them stand out.



Had some problems with one of the decals on the one pod.  I stripped off the decal on the center section and 
painted the panel dark grey.  The slightly different coloured panel is still ok with me.



I used Hasegawa’s optic coloured film for the lens on the pod lenses.  I had glued pieces over the lens and 
then was going to trim them to shape.  That didn’t work out too well and then I figured out that it’s easy to 

punch out the circles and attach them with Future.



I was finally able to assemble all the pieces of the exhaust nozzle.  The pictures show the result.  Still not sure 
if it’s too chrome like.  I tried adding some heat staining with Tamiya clear blue but I didn’t have much luck 

there. 



My little compact camera isn’t the best to take close up photos of the cockpit.  Sorry.  Hopefully it’s not too 
blurry in the pictures and you can still get a sense of the result.



More photo attempts at the cockpit.



Time for some photos of the finished product.  Sorry if I don’t bore you with all the little finishing bits and 
pieces that were added.









Well I just ended up finishing off the plane for the sake of finishing it I guess.  I wouldn’t call it properly finished but 
abandoned.  Lots of stuff going on so my focus ended up being diminished.  I also wasn’t happy with the paint 

finish and the wash.  In future I am going to revert back to my traditional 3 step painting process and my normal 
wash approach.  It’s not a horrible outcome but neither was it necessarily stellar.  Another thing that I struggle with 

is putting paint on too thick.  In this case I think the Future coat was too thick.  The larger plane was part of the 
reason for the heavier coats and perhaps my lack of patience when getting to those painting steps.  

As for the kit, it’s not a top level kit, however it’s also not that bad.  Lots of weapons are provided with it and the 
decals are really good.  I didn’t necessarily need to buy aftermarket decals in this case.  The aftermarket wheels 
were a bit of a pain to cut off from the casting blocks and the fit wasn’t 100%.  The static dischargers would have 

been better if Tamiya’s design approach would have been used.  I won’t stop building 1/32 scale planes, but I 
caution that it might be best to stick to WWII planes.  With that in mind the F-16 is still one of the smaller modern 
jets and since I still have Tamiya’s F-16 to build I’ll have another go down the road and will endeavour to produce 

a better result.  Another note to everyone, start building your large scale subject right away if you plan on 
completing it by the end of the year for the theme build.


